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Painting Houses and Buildings in Tampa is an Art
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Slap on, slap off! Is this what commercial and residential painting has become in
Tampa? Not unless this is the remake of Karate Kid. The truth is that painting
edifices and homes is more art than it is science. Painters need to understand
colors and blends and textures in order to do the top end job they are paid for.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

 

(Newswire.net—March 6, 2013) Tampa, FL—Most people that hire or contemplate hiring residential or commercial
painters only envision rollers, pans, and brushes and ladders.  What few know is the truly artistic nature of what these
professionals, (the best ones) can actually do.  In order to work with paint, there requires part scientist and chemist,
part architect, and part engineer.  The culmination of these skill sets brings somewhat of a Renaissance person since
this is a multifaceted task. 

 

Even painting by brush is not just stroking the brush until the wall is covered, but it entails texture and seeing the
strokes as they are applied.  The ability to know what effects an upstroke leaves versus a down stroke must be
considered when the after effects are seen in different lights.  Lighting differentials also affect changes in the way
different colors play with each other. 

 

The factor of distance to the naked eye also dramatically alters the look.  The painting of the Sistine Chapel by
Michelangelo evidenced this very same phenomenon.  A Tampa painter that is commissioned for far less importance
than  the Sistine Chapel, still is required to adhere to painting principles that are not that dissimilar.   Ironically
enough, there are so many facets of applying paint and how the outcome is determined well before the brush touches
the surface.  A professional painter brings these skills to the table each and every day and is what they get hired for. 
The difference between a professionally painted home or building is light years ahead of the college frat scene where
a case of beer could get a free paint job on almost any campus in America. 

 

Painting is a serious business with varied talents required to accomplish each task.  Contact E & R Quality Painting 
(813) 295-4294   Located at: 31112 Chatterly Dr   Wesley Chapel, Fl 33543

http://www.housepaintingtampa.org
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